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Q.1 Please outline/describe one or more processes, connections, insights, or 
analyses enabled through the strategic use of technology including before/after 
state. Consider topics such as workflow, application integration, systems integration, 
etc. 
 

The automation is built using an external web app (Client App) supported by cloud 

micro-services to perform 2-way updates between the Client App and Workfront. 
This allows for a modular approach to adding additional business functionality for the 
future phases. Before the automation was built, Excel was used to augment 
Workfront with manual steps. With the automation we now have external visibility 
into the briefs (issues) campaign owners submit to delivery teams. 
 
The briefs remain synchronised with the storage repository used by the Client App. 
Once a brief is approved, a project is automatically created in Workfront using 
templates and business rules and the tasks are then created with proper 
assignments, channels, messaging, targeting and planned hours. Automation is also 

scheduling all the tasks and attaching relevant Quality Control Checks custom forms 
required by Compliance to the relevant tasks. Workfront tasks are then linked to the 
tasks on the Client App to reflect any changes happening in Workfront. Adding tasks 
is now a simple “task” as it follows the natural workflow process for the CRM 
Strategy team to plan and schedule CRM team workload. 
 
We connected multiple tools and processes to support dynamic planning processes 
across a few teams and departments. We centralised content and data for easy 
access, smarter decision-making and greater visibility across the business. This 

automation does represent a massive step forward. Due to the removal of manual 
labour the CRM Strategy team will now be reinvesting this time towards reviewing 
their analytics to create improved data-led plans. 

 

Q.2 Include a discussion of before/after performance, which may include both 
qualitative and quantitative measures such as worker satisfaction/enablement, time 
to value, margins, revenue, cost management, or project completion. 
 

At SBG we are using ‘request queues’ to capture all the marketing requests/briefs in 
our 8-week planning cycle. The sheer volume we are receiving every month meant 
that converting issues into projects was very manual and time-consuming. Once we 
captured all the marketing briefs in the planning cycle CRM Strategy team had to 
then create activation plans. At this point, all the briefs were copied to Excel 
spreadsheets and activity was planned across all products. Manual planning resulted 
in user errors and delays, briefs were often missed from plans, clashes were not 
easily spotted as we had seven separate plans for each product. Once plans were 
signed-off, we had to use outdated Visual Basic Solution to load the tasks back to 



 

 

 

Workfront. This process was very time-consuming causing delays and overall 
headache.  We automated converting issues to projects, loading tasks from Client 

App to Workfront, scheduling, assignments, updates, reporting.  
 

Automation enabled planning processes to run smoothly and we realized benefits 
very quickly: 

 
• SUSTAINABILITY – 2-3 days per month resource saving by replacing an 

unstable visual basic solution  

 
• CAPACITY CREATION – ~1 FTE Capacity creation through automation of 

manual tasks 
 
• COMPLIANCE – Campaign Quality Checks process centralised into Workfront 

in line with internal audit requirements 
 

• EFFICIENCY / REDUCED LABOUR – Removed effort in maintenance of 
multiple, manual information sources (+ reduced risk of error) 

 
• VISIBILITY – One source of the truth.  Activation Plan Client App available as 

a read-only business-wide 
 

• USER ADOPTION / SATISFACTION – Automating manual tasks for users 
resulted in great feedback and better Workfront adoption 

 

Q.3 Please include your future plans and concepts for strategic technology 
deployment. 
 

There’s a world of possibilities out there using API. We are planning to build on the 

automation we have in place to accommodate those particular preferences and 

business expectations. As a company built on innovation and changing the game, we 

need a flexible workflow solution that reflects that mindset.  

 

The automation is built using an external web app (Client App) supported by cloud 

micro-services to perform 2-way updates between the Client App and Workfront. 

This allows for a modular approach to adding additional business functionality for the 

future phases. We are planning to customize campaign plans and calendars in the 

same way with the help of Dream2Design. 

 


